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MINUTES OF THE October CLGMS GENERAL MEETING 
 
 The program will be rock painting, by Pam Dudley. 
 
John Caldyne will do a short talk - "Effect of impurity metals" 
 
The Fall Festival at Armand Bayou Elementary was scheduled for November, but has been postponed to 
next spring. 
 
Due to Election Day, the board meeting will be relocated to Wendy's. 
 
 

MINUTES OF THE November CLGMS BOARD MEETING 
 
We have a scheduling conflict for Jan. 21st, 2019 General meeting due to a holiday (MLK 
Birthday) – Jerry will call the park office to find out if there is an open date that week.  
 
We will have a club table at the HGMS show, so volunteers are needed to tend the table. Fri. 
am- Charlie and Bernice Timme; Fri. pm – Sandy Christiansen; Sat. needs Volunteer any time 
(David); Sun. am – Sara Tanner; Sun. pm – David. 
 
We desperately need Officers for these positions: VP, Treasurer and Newsletter Editor (can be 
rotating). 
 
Annual show – we need to contact NASA to see if we can still invite astronaut(s) to come to 
give a short talk(s) or maybe a short informational or educational video that can be played 
several times/day during the show dates (Trina?). 
 
We also would like to have the Dino guy come back – seemed like children (and adults too) 
really enjoyed the presentations. 
 
Sara will contact Pasadena PD for security and ATM for the show. 
 
Jerry will contact Chase Bank to see if we can have a credit card machine so we can take credit 
cards for payment. 
 
Christmas Dinner (12/17/2018): Main course will be provided by the club – we will order from 
Rudy’s BBQ for the complete main course (Meats and side dishes) and members can bring their 
specialties to share (Salad, desserts and/or hot plates). 
 
 

 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
David Tjiok, President 
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Upcoming events 
 
The December meeting will be our Christmas Dinner meeting (12/17/2018).  Table setup 
and decorating will start at 5:30 PM with Dinner served at 6:30 PM.  The club will 
furnish the main dish (Ham, Brisket, rolls, and drinks).  More information to follow next 
month. 
 
We need a Nominating Committee to gather nominations for the 2019 officers. We will 
vote on the new officers in December.  If you would like to help, please contact Mike 
Flannigan at mikeflan@att.net 
 
We manned the CLGMS table at the Houston G&M Show at the Humble Civic Center 
Nov 9 - 11, 2018.  The event was at 8233 Will Clayton Parkway, Humble, TX 77338. 
https://tinyurl.com/yc6ybnsa 
It is ongoing. 
 
 

 
 

Yellow Topaz - Richness is the word for November's birthstone 
(state gemstone of the states of Texas and Utah). 

by Jen Lyn Campbell, The Fort Worth Gem and Mineral Club 

Famous for its warm yellow tones, topaz is 
hailed as a gem, which is timeless and is set into 
rings, earrings, pills, and pendants. It may be 
linked to a suite of topazes or other gems in a 
lacy bracelet or neck chain. It makes a smart tie 
tack or cuff link and can also be used in men's 
rings. Topaz is an everlasting symbol of love 
and affection. It also ensures the fidelity of the 
one a person loves, if that person wears a topaz. 
It brings friendship. Known as "lover of gold," 
the topaz is used to bring wealth and money. 
When the powered mixture of the gemstone is 
added to wine, it is said to act as a cure for 
asthma, bums, insomnia, and hemorrhage. In 
addition, it also alleviates the pain of 
rheumatism as well as to regulate the digestive 
system (perhaps this is why the stone is worn 
for weight loss). The topaz is used for projection 
purposes. It is considered a specific against 
envy, intrigue, disease, injury, sudden death, 
\sorcery and negative magic and lunacy. This 
stone was thought to be especially effective 
when set in gold and bound to the left arm. It is 

said the topaz relieves depression, anger, fear, 
greed, frenzies, and all disturbing emotions. 
Topaz, if placed in the home, is said to be a 
charm against fire and accidents. When put 
under your pillow or worn to sleep, the topaz 
fends off nightmares and ends sleepwalking.  

 
The topaz was associated with Jupiter (the God 
of the Sun) by the Romans. The Roman tales 
attribute its ability to dispel enchantment and 
help improve eyesight. It is believed that the 
name "topaz" is derived form the Greek "to 
seek," which was the name of an island in the 
Red Sea that was difficult to find and from 
which a yellow stone (now believed to be a 
yellowish olivine) was mined in ancient times. 
In the Middle Ages the name topaz was used to 
refer to any yellow gemstone, but now the name 
is only applied to the modem day topaz. Ancient 
Egyptians acknowledged the gemstone as a 
powerful gemstone due to the fact that it was 
colored with the golden flow of the mighty Sun 
God Ra. Ancient Greeks believed that it had the 
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power to give more strength and provide the 
cloak of invisibility to its wearer during 
emergency times. In ancient times, a falcon 
figure was carved on a Topaz, which brought 
enormous goodwill to kings, princes and 
magnates. It was said to change its color in the 
presence of poisoned food or drink, and the 
gem's mystical powers waxed and waned with 
the phased of the moon. On occasions it has the 
amber gold of fine cognac or the blush of a 
peach plus the beautiful warm browns and 
oranges found in between.  

 
In 1750 a Parisian jeweler discovered that a 
yellow topaz turns pink to purple-red when 
exposed to moderate heat. In the 20th century, 
the other artificially created color - blue, was 
discovered. Using radiation on the pale topaz 
that is found in Brazil, China, Sri Lanka and 
Nigeria creates blue topaz, in shades from pale 
to medium blue. In 1998, another variation of 
topaz was discovered. This surface-enhanced 
topaz has a color that is confined to a 
microscopically thin layer at and just below the 
surface with colors referred to as blue to 
greenish-blue or emerald green. Blue topaz has 
become a popular alternative in recent years for 
those who prefer faceted stones.  

 
Topaz is said to have been commonly found in 
gravels as rounded pellets, an occurrence that is 
due to it being worn down by water and sand for 
thousands of years. The mineral is a silicate of 
aluminum, which contains 20% water plus 
fluorine. The relative proportions of these 
impurities give birth to the color of the stones. 
The sources of topaz are Brazil, Pakistan, 
Russia, Mexico, the Ural Mountains, San Diego, 
CA, and Thomas Range in Utah, Australia, 
Japan, China, Sri Lanka and Myanmar.  

 
Today, Brazil is considered the world's best 
source of topaz. The much-sought Imperial 
Topaz, which runs from bright orange to a warm 
red in color, is found in only one location in the 
world: Ouro Preto in Brazil. The world's entire 
supply of Imperial Topaz is mined from two 
mines, the Vermelhao Mine and the Capao 
Mine, in a 60 square mile area. Some experts 

expect the Imperial Topaz sources to be 
completely exhausted by the end of the century.  

Dealers will frequently use terms such as 
"Bohemian Topaz", "Maderia Topaz" and 
"Occidental Topaz." These are really just fancy 
names for yellow quarts, also known as citrine. 
"Nevada Topaz" refers to smoky obsidian, and 
"Spanish Topaz" is really just orange-brown 
quartz. Don't be fooled; make sure that the topaz 
you buy is really topaz!  

 
A brilliant cut colorless topaz in the name of 
Braganza, a famous stone of 1640 carets is 
found in the Portuguese crown. A famous cut 
topaz is found among the crown jewels of 
Portugal, a magnificent yellow stone weighing 
only 12 ounces. The biggest uncut stone, a 
specimen found in Brazil weighing almost 600 
pounds, is on display at the American Museum 
of Natural History in New York  

 
Cut: Topaz has some impressive credentials. At 
Mohs 8, topaz is much harder than quarts (7) 
and a bit harder than most beryl (7.5 to 8). The 
surfaces of topaz crystals are exceedingly 
smooth and take a fine polish.  

Color: Topaz comes in colors as diverse as 
brown, yellow, orange, sherry, red and pink, 
blue, greenish-blue and emerald green.  

Clarity: Topaz's hardness and optical indices 
admittedly fall considerably short of those of the 
diamond and the corundum gems, sapphire and 
ruby. However, the indices of refraction and 
dispersion are higher than those of the beryl 
gemstones, thus properly cut topaz gems have 
great brilliance.  

Caret: While it's hard to find (or afford) 
diamond or corundum gems in weights greater 
than 3 carets, topaz gems rarely weigh less. 
Topaz gems of 5 and 10 carats are common, and 
gems of 15 or more carats are not unusual. 
Topaz gemstones occur in a large variety of 
sizes, from tiny crystals to large rocks.  

Care: Topaz should be protected from scratches 
and sharp blows. Therefore, it should not be 
worn during sports or strenuous work. Leaving 
the gemstone in the area of large temperature 
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changes, such as a heater vent or a hot car 
should be avoided. The cleaning of a topaz in a 
home ultrasonic cleaner is a no-no, and instead 
it should be cleaned in warm soapy water. Due 
caution should be exercised with topaz gems, 
for its perfect cleavage may cause it to chip or 
form internal flaws if hit too hard. Topaz cutting 
also requires special practice for this reason.  

 
Topaz is the Scorpio zodiac sign and is the 
anniversary gemstone for the 4th year of 
marriage. It is also the talisman for the 

Sagittarius zodiac sign and is the suggested gift 
for the 23rd anniversary.  

 

References: http://hvdeDaaes.com 
http://www.wikipedia.ora 
http://www.ccaem.com http://brvsonburke.com 
http://www.bsu.edu http://www.sdnhm.ora 
http://www.alrashidmall.com http://www. 
qemsdirect.com http://www.mineralminers.com  

The Cowtown Cutter November 2002 

 
 

 
 

BRAZILIANITE 

George Judd G.G. M.M.L.S. Member 

Brazilianite is one of the more recently 
discovered of the minerals that are of 
interest to gem collectors. The discovery 
was made during World War II in 
Conselheire, Pena district, Minas Gerais, 
Brazil, where it occurs in phosphate - rich 
pegmatite dikes. Like beryllonite, it is a 
phosphate. It is transparent to translucent, 
yellowish green to greenish yellow, and 
forms in prismatic monoclinic crystals. In 
appearance, it bears some resemblance to 
similar colors of beryl or chrysoberyl; 
however, it is too soft (5 1/2) and much too 
fragile (because of perfect cleavage to be of 
great importance as a gemstone).  

The fracture of Brazilianite is conchoidal, 
the streak is white, and the luster is vitreous. 
No inclusions have been encountered that 
gemologists regard as diagnostic. It has an 
R.I. ranging from plus to minus .002 of 
1.602 up to within plus or minus .003 of 
1.621; the intermediate index is near 1.605. 
The birefringence varies from .019 to .021. 
It is biaxial positive. The pleochroism is 
very weak and no phenomenon is shown. It 

is insoluble in hydrochloric acid and fuses 
with difficulty. 

This gem may be faceted or cut in the 
cabochon style. Because of the excellent 
cleavage, it must be oriented carefully. 
Usually, rough material contains many fine 
flaws, causing pits to occur during the 
polishing operation. This condition may be 
eliminated by changing polishing directions. 
Linde A powder, together with crown angles 
of 42 degrees and pavilion angles of 43 
degrees, prove to be satisfactory. 
 
Brazilianite can be easily distinguished from 
beryl and chrysoberyl by its R.I., and its 
birefringence separates it from topaz. 
Likewise, it may be separated from topaz by 
the fact that it has an S.G. of 2.94, plus or 
minus .03, in contrast to the 3.5+ of topaz. 

 

References:  (1) J. Arem (1987) Color Encyclopedia of 
Gemstones. 

(2) J. Anthony et al (2000) Handbook of 
MINERALOGY, Vol. IV. 

  (3) J. Sinkankas (1962) Gemstones of North 
America. 

From The Rockpile 1/04
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Wichita Mountain Myths 
 

Stephens County, Oklahoma near the town of Comanche lies a large cache of Spanish Gold and 
silver bars. For those of you that have read Oklahoma Treasures and Treasure Tales by Steve 
Wilson this won’t be new but for those of you that haven’t………..  
 
Near the town of Comanche in Oklahoma is Mud Creek. Somewhere on Mud Creek there is said to 
be buried “14 jack loads” of Spanish gold and silver bars. I think we established several months ago 
that a jack load is somewhere between 135 and 150 pounds. That would mean that on the low side, 
you are talking about over 1800 pounds of precious metal languishing in the ground somewhere. 
With gold at over $900 per ounce, you’re talking about one hell of a retirement party!  
 
Back in the early 1900’s there were signs to the treasure that could still be seen. These signs 
included carvings of a snake, a half moon and a turtle. We all know what a turtle means when 
you’re hunting Spanish treasure right? It means TREASURE is near! Other markings in the area 
were the carved letters of MINA, EMA and VWC. There was also a carved cross found. 
These symbols and others were carved into trees and rocks in the area around Mud Creek. I’m sure 
that most of the trees the carvings were on are gone now but I would think (or hope) that some of 
the rock carvings would still be around. The letters and the cross were all carved into rock but they 
were well worn back in the 1970’s.  
 
 In 1905 there were two “Mexicans” that showed up in Comanche who said they were looking for 
the “14 jack loads of gold” but they apparently didn’t find anything and left empty handed. 
Stories from “old Indians” in the area say that the Spanish had a settlement near Comanche and 

soldiers from the settlement would leave on occasion with several 
empty wagons and return with the wagons full, leaving deep ruts in 
the ground when they returned. A normal person could attribute some 
of these trips to bringing ordinary supplies to the settlement however, 
there could probably be one or more of these wagon trains that had 
something else in them. Something that required a smelter.  
 
A previous treasure hunter searching this area is said to have found an 
arrastra about five miles south and east of Comanche. Why would the 

Spanish need a rock crusher if they weren’t processing ore?  
 
Mud Creek is more east than south of Comanche (about 9 miles east) but nothing says the Spanish 
would have hidden their treasure close to the settlement or even close to where the arrastra was. Oh, 
I might mention that there is an East and West Mud Creek along with just Mud Creek. A little more 
research on this story just might bring a big smile to your face. After a lot of digging of course! 
From the Okie Treasure Hunter http://okietreasurehunter.blogspot.com/ 
 
Editor’s Note: The Spaniards were well up into Oklahoma from the ill fated Coronado expedition 
of 1540 until the 1700s. The Wichita Mountains have lots of quartz veins running through them and 
no doubt there was gold. Arrastra’s were found all over the mountains and south into other areas 
(probably where gold flakes ran off into the vast number of creeks. But rock outcrops are found all 
over. 
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Collecting Micrometeorites 
 
"Shooting stars" are not, of course, really stars.  They are actually small bits of rock and metal that 
collide with Earth's upper atmosphere and, because of friction, burn up.  On rare occasions, man made 
satellites and spacecraft parts fall into the atmosphere and burn up the same way. 
 
The flash of light from this incineration is correctly called a meteor.  A meteor is formed when an 
object, usually the size of a marble or a piece of popcorn, hits the atmosphere at an altitude of 80 to 100 
kilometers.  The air at that height is very thin but the objects are moving at tens of thousands of 
kilometers per hour.  To get an idea of what friction does, place your hands together and rub them back 
and forth.  Now rub faster.  What is happening? That is what is happening to the particles in the upper 
atmosphere. 
 
Larger objects do not burn up completely.  Surviving fragments fall through the atmosphere and land on 
Earth.  Once one of these objects lands it is called a meteorite.  Most meteorites fall into Earth's oceans. 
 
Meteorites can be either rock, metal (nickel and iron) or a mixture of both.  Stony meteorites are difficult 
to identify.  They are do not glow or give off radioactivity.  Stones outnumber metals. 
 
But metallic meteorites are easier to find.  Rarely are chunks of metal found lying about.  A metal 
detector can be used to search for metallic meteorites.  Dry barren areas where there is little vegetation 
to cover up the ground and turn over the soil are the best.  Dry lake beds are good places to search since 
wind can blow dust off of the surface leaving the meteorites exposed.  Many meteorites are found on the 
Antarctic ice sheet. 
 
There is an easy way to collect meteorites, but we must be satisfied with finding small metal ones.  They 
are actually microscopic and are known as micrometeorites.  Tons of these fall on Earth each day. 
 
To collect micrometeorites you need to find a place where they can become concentrated.  The drains of 
a house or building work well since rainwater can wash particles off of an entire roof and collect them at 
the drain spout.  Tile roofs are best since they drain very well and do not produce many other sorts of 
particles or debris. 
 
But dust, plants, pieces of window screens and all other sorts of airborne material also collect there.  To 
find the metallic micrometeorites, collect and dry some of the material from a deep bowl at the base of 
the drain spout.  After removing leaves and other debris, place the remaining material on a piece of 
paper and place a magnet under the paper.  Tilt and tap the paper so that all of the non-metallic particles 
fall off.   
 
Many of the remaining metallic particles are pieces of space dust! To examine them, place the paper 
under a microscope.  High power will be required to see them clearly.  Most of the particles are not from 
space but the micrometeorites will show signs of their fiery trip through the atmosphere.  They will be 
rounded and may have small pits on their surfaces. 
 
Much of what you are observing are particles that date from the formation of the solar system around 4.6 
billion years ago!  They are the debris remaining from the raw materials that formed into the nine known 
planets and the asteroids.  Most particles have been broken off or ground down from larger objects. 
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Article from The Charlotte Observer; Picture from Emerald Hollow Mine 

$100,000 in rare emeralds and gold taken in brazen heist at mine in NC foothills 

By Mark Price; msprice@charlotteobserver.com                      October 23, 2018 12:25 PM  

 
An emerald mine in 
the foothills of North 
Carolina was the 
scene of an old 
fashioned jewel heist 
over the weekend, and 
the thieves made off 
with an estimated 
$100,000 in rare 
precious gems and 
gold jewelry, the 
mine’s owner says. 

The Alexander 
County Sheriff’s 
Office says the 
robbers broke into the 
Emerald Hollow Mine 
in Hiddenite sometime 
Saturday, and among 
their targets was the 
lapidary where gems 
are cut and polished 
for jewelry. 

Both cut and uncut 
gems were taken, 
along with rings and 
necklaces valued from 
$10,000 to $15,000, 
mine owner Jason 
Martin told the 
Charlotte Observer. 

Two safes and a series 
of display cases were 
also “wiped out,” with 
the most expensive 

loss being a $26,000 emerald pendant set with diamonds, he said. 

“We had emeralds the size of quarters and they are gone,” Martin said. “Among the gems taken were 
rare examples of Hiddenite, a stone found no where else in the world.” 

Hiddenite is a green gem named after William Earl Hidden, and inspired the name of the town of 
Hiddenite, according to Minerals.net. The Hiddenite area of Alexander County produces the world’s 
purest examples of the gem, according to the site. Hiddenite is about 60 miles northwest of Charlotte. 
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“Hiddenite is a very rare connoisseur gemstone, and good gems are remarkably valuable and 
increasingly difficult to come across,” Minerals.net says. 

Martin says his biggest fear is that the unknowing thieves will pry out the rare gems and “throw them 
away,” because they believe only the gold settings are valuable. 

“That is a bitter pill to swallow,” he says. 

Emerald Hollow says it’s the only emerald mine in the world open to the public for prospecting. It also 
operates a licensed and regulated gem mine that is not open to the public. 

Martin says he bought the site in 1986 and has turned into into a popular tourist attraction, with 38,000 
people a year showing up to find examples of Hiddenite or other gems. 

The mine is open 361 days a year and tourists include groups from France and China, requiring 
translators on some tours, Martin said. 

He believes the robbers were once visitors and “cased” the site, knowing exactly what to hit. 

It could take the mine years to recover from the theft, he said, noting some of the items taken from 
display cases were rare and dated back decades. 

“Considering the economic impact this mine has on the surrounding community, they didn’t just steal 
from us: They stole from the entire community“ says Martin. 

 

 
 

Tips for Buying Faceting Rough 

 

• Do not buy rough that sparkles. Flashes inside a piece of rough material are caused by internal flaws. Cutting 

this rough will yield more flaws and a lot smaller stone than you thought you could get from the rough. 

• Do not buy tourmaline that has a dark, inky-looking C-axis. Stones cut from this material will almost always be 

murky. 

• The best rough will look like a hard piece of crystal glass. 

• When buying rough by the piece, always remember the depth to width ratio of the stone you are trying to cut. 

• Whenever possible, buy rough by the largest parcel you can afford. Grade a portion of this parcel and bid on 

the whole parcel. 

              (From Rock Bag, 7/98 via The Coral Geode, 5/99.)  
 
 
Untried Shop Tips 
 

1. Stabilizing porous stones: If you would like to try your luck at stabilizing porous stone, such as turquoise, 

so that it can be cut and polished, the Silvery Colorado Rock Club offers the following advice.  Take a jar 

with a lid and add one pint of acetone. To this, add the complete contents of both the resin and hardener 

tubes of epoxy glue. Mix well. Add well-dried stones. Cover the jar and let it sit for at least four days. 

Remove the stones and allow a week for them to dry. They should now be stabilized and ready to work. 

(original source unknown, via Hound’s Howl 6/02 The Pegmatite, May 2001) 
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2. Pyrite can be cleaned using radiator cleaner (DuPont #7). About 2 commercial tablespoons of cleaner in an 

aluminum pan with about two quarts of water is adequate. Action to remove tarnish is relatively rapid. To 

rinse, use a dilute ammonia solution to neutralize the residual action on the specimen. Follow this with 

clean water. 

              [As with all chemicals, be sure to use in a well-ventilated area and wear adequate hand and face protection.] 

 
 

SCFMS and MEMBER CLUB GEM SHOWS 

Nov 9 - 11, 2018 Houston, 
TX, Houston G&MS, 
Humble Civic Center,  
www.hgms.org 
Humble Civic Center 
8233 Will Clayton 
Parkway, Humble, TX 
77338 
 
 

Nov 17-18, 2018 Mesquite, 
TX, Dallas G&MS, 
Mesquite Rodeo Center 
Exhibit Hall, 
www.dallasgemandminera
l.org 
1800 Rodeo Drive 
Mesquite, TX 75149 

 

Nov 23-25, 2018 St. 
Petersburg, FL: 
Show and sale; Frank 
Cox Productions; The 
Coliseum, 535 – 4th Ave. 
N.; Daily 10-5; adults 
$5; children under 16 
free. 
 

 

January 11-13, 2019 —
Largo, FL: 
Show and sale; Pinellas 
Geologial Society; 
Central Park Performing 
Arts Center, 105 Central 
Park Drive; Fri. 10-5, 
Sat. 10-5, Sun. 12-5. 
 

Jan 20 - 21, 2019, 
Fredericksburg, TX, 
Fredericksburg 
Rockhounds and SCFMS 
Convention, Lady Bird 
Johnson Park 

February 8-10, 2019 —
Quartzsite, AZ: 
Annual show; 
Quartzsite Gold, 
Treasure and Craft 
Show; QIA Building, 
235 N. Ironwood; Fri. 9-
4, Sat. 9-4, Sun. 9-3; $5 
Admission; Vendors, 
inside and out. 

February 15-17, 2019 —
Indianapolis, IN: 
Indiana State Museum, 
650 West Washington 
Street; Fri. 10-5, Sat. 10-5, 
Sun. 10-5; $14.95 for 
adults, $13.95 for seniors, 
$12.95 for Indiana college 
students and $9.95 for 
children. 

February 23-24, 2019 
Houston, TX: 
Jewelry, Gem and 
Mineral Show at the 
Pasadena Convention 
Center; 7902 Fairmont 
Parkway, Pasadena, TX 
Sat. 10-6, Sun. 10-5 
 

March 7-10, 2019 Deming, 
NM: 
Annual show; Deming 
Gem & Mineral Society, 
Inc.; SWNM State 
Fairgrounds in Deming, 
4300 Raymond Reed 
Blvd.; Thu. 9-5, Fri. 9-5, 
Sat. 9-5, Sun. 9-5; Free 
admission; 54th Annual 
Rockhound Roundup. 
 

March 15-17, 2019 
Albuquerque, NM: 
Abq. Gem & Mineral 
Club; Expo NM State 
Fairgrounds, Creative 
Arts. Bdg. , 300 San 
Pedro NE, 87108; Fri. 
10-6, Sat. 10-6, Sun. 10-
5; $3, Kids under 13 are 
free. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   

STONEY STATEMENTS 
Clear Lake Gem and Mineral Society, Inc 
 
PO BOX 891533 
Houston, Texas 77289 
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Meeting 3rd Monday of the Month  
7:30 P.M. 
Clear Lake Park Building 

5001 NASA Parkway, Seabrook, Texas                       Member of    

   

 

 

 
   

Next Annual Show  
February 23-24, 2019 
Pasadena Convention Center 

 

 

American 
Federation of 

Mineral Societies 

South Central 
Federation of 

Mineral Societies 

 

CLGMS is on the Web:  
http://www.clgms.org 
 

2/23-24/2019 

     

 
Clear Lake Gem and Mineral Society, Inc 
 
 
MEMBER: American Federation of Mineralogical Societies and South Central Federation of Mineral Societies 
 
PURPOSE: To promote education and popular interest in the various earth sciences; in particular in those hobbies 
dealing with the art of lapidaries and the earth sciences of minerals, fossils and their associated fields. 

 

 
2018 OFFICERS: 

 
President 
Vice President 
Secretary 
Treasurer 
Program Director 
Board of Directors:
  
 
 
Newsletter  Editor 

 
David Tjiok 
VACANT 
Trina Willoughby 
Jerry Newberry 
VACANT 
Sandra Christiansen 
John Caldyne 
Jim Edwards 
Sandra Christiansen 
VACANT 
 

 
832-423-4802 
 
713-815-0275 
281-333-2113 
 

 

 
Annual Show 2019 ………………... VACANT                  
Constitution & Bylaws……………..Sara Tanner  Membership…………………Mike Flannigan 
Community Benefits………………..Charlie Timme WWW System Admin.. …….Mike Flannigan 
Historian……………………………David Tjiok   Refreshments………………..John Caldyne 
Publicity……………………..……. VACANT                     Education/Field Trips……….Annabel Brownfield   
Facebook……………………………Trina Willoughby 
 

Membership Dues Jan. to Dec. 2018: Adult $15:00, $5.00 per additional adult at same address, Junior $5.00, $5.00 per member with 
adult at same address, Family Dues $20.00 (4+) at same address. Send Dues to CLGMS, PO BOX 891533, Houston, TX, 77289 

 


